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Covid-19 — Fallout & Future

Niti Aayog vice chairman Rajiv Kumar

Global webinar on ‘Covid-19 — Fallout & Future’ organised by
Bennett University’s Times School of Media

India should improve its disaster management
preparation and ensure the availability of resources
so that the country doesn’t have to choose between
“lives and livelihood” during crises such as the Covid-
19 pandemic.

“I hope that there will be enough resources available
with public authorities at all levels to ensure that when
it comes to situations like this, we have enough
resources to support lives because livelihoods will get
lost when you have lockdowns.”



Public healthcare system must be strengthened.

“Caretakers can come in different forms… We can have

technically qualified and yet not-so-expensive

specialists”

Issue exposed: having a big unorganised sector

Signing ILO memorandums and treaties: mere

tokenism?

Social and medical safety nets

Scaling up research capabilities and attracting

talent back to India.



Harvest Season in Rural India

PM Modi is scheduled to hold a video conference

today (April 11) with chief ministers.

Lockdown in urban India may extend till the end

of the month.

Govt. may relax rules for rural India; for harvest.

The harvesting of the rabi crop is essential

An announcement regarding the shutdown’s

extension or otherwise could be made on Sunday.

Odisha and Punjab have extended the lockdown

until April 30 and May 1, respectively.





Government is also closely studying the

experience of other countries with lockdown

strategies.



Mandi Norms Relaxation

Ramesh Chand: suspended APMC Act for 6 months.

Promulgate an ordinance in this regard.

The APMC Act empowers state governments to specify market areas –

operated and regulated by market committees – where farmers bring

their produce for sale.

Farmers should be allowed to take processed or cleaned up produce

directly to the warehouse.



IMD warning

Unseasonal rains, thunderstorms and snowfall

across certain pockets in the country.

Reason: western disturbance



Massive Job Loss

India’s export sector: 15 million jobs could be lost

Cancellations and postponement of shipments

Nearly, 50% orders are cancelled

Units unable to repay loans

India is Losing Markets to China

Engineering exports sector could lose an

estimated 50,000-75,000 jobs.



ADB package for India

Asian Development Bank has assured India $2.2
billion.

Name the ADB president _____________.

ADB president: “We are now preparing $2.2 billion
in immediate assistance to the health sector and
to help alleviate the economic impact of the
pandemic on the poor; informal workers; micro,
small, and medium-sized enterprises; and the
financial sector.”

World Bank pledged $1 billion for India.

ADB assistance for India will be further increased
if needed.
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Do you know? 
Nalanda = Na+alam+Daa, meaning “no stopping of the gift of knowledge”

So do gift share this lecture with your loved ones. Thanks 


